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INTRODUCTION

Bottom sediments play an important role in aquatic ecosystems. In
general, they act as a final sink for most of the organic mate-
rial produced in the water phase, as well as for other particles
transported by water currents and/or from adjacent terrestrial
areas. During their slow sinking the particles tend to bind for-
eign substances from the water and sweep them to the bottom (e.g.
radionuclides and other contaminants).

In favourable sedimentation conditions suspended particles form
undisturbed laminae in a historical order, and the bottom sedi-
ments create an archive, from which historical features of a lake
or a sea area can be read. Various particle-bound substances can
be used as markers of certain historical events or periods. With
the aid of these markers the laminae can be dated.

The radioactive fallouts caused by nuclear weapons tests in the
1960s and the accident at the Chernobyl NPP in 1986 have created
useful markers in the sediments of many Nordic waters. These have
been successfully used not only in radioecological studies but
also in limnological and marine research dealing with sedimenta-
tion processes and rates.

To be able to study sedimentation and processes in sediments, it
is essential to obtain reliable samples from sediments. False con-
clusions are an obvious risk if the studies are based on biased
field samples.1 More strictly, it is unreasonable to perform ex-
acting and expensive analyses if the samples themselves are un-
reliable or of poor quality.

Sampling of bottom sediments is difficult and requires, in addi-
tion to properly designed devices, standard and precise working
methods, as well as experience and competence on the part of the
crew, including knowledge of sources of error. Sediment sampling
is beyond doubt one of the most exacting sampling tasks in the
aquatic environment. The prime reason is that the upper, most
recent layers of sediments are often very soft and susceptible to
resuspension, because the interface between water and sediment
usually resembles a line drawn in water. That the crew normally
cannot see what happens when the sampling device penetrates into
the sediment makes the work particularly difficult.

In the planning phase of the EKO-1 Project the need for inter-
calibration of sediment sampling methods and equipment among the
participating laboratories was discussed. The idea was dismissed
due to the high costs involved, and because many of the devices
had been earlier used in similar intercomparisons arranged by NKA
and the HELCOM/MORS Expert Group.2"5 It was instead decided to
arrange this inquiry and evaluation.

On the basis of experience from earlier intercalibration exercises
it was evident that differences in the types of sediment and sedi-
mentation processes are the main reasons for using different sam-
pling equipment and philosophies. It was also obvious that no uni-
versal sampler exists for meeting all the requirements of sediment



sampling. Consequently, intercomparison of the results has by no
means constituted a competition between devices. The goal has been
to obtain proper samples for interpreting the results and process-
es in a most reliable manner.

DESCRIPTION OF THE DEVICES AND METHODS USED IN THE EKO-1 PROJECT

An inquiry form was sent to all the participating laboratories for
compiling a list of sediment sampling devices and methods used in
the project, and the results are presented here.

Country: DENMARK

Institute: RISÖ NATIONAL LABORATORY

Sampling device: The HAPS Corer

Used in Subproject: DK-2

Type of corer: a gravity corer with an 80 x 80-cm frame
and a stainless-steel coring tube in the middle

Total height: 125 cm
Total weight: 120 kg
Closing mechanism: lateral bottom closer
Tube length: 25 cm
Tubs diameter: 136 mm
Sampled area: 145 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device: piston and slicing boxes
Sectioning intervals: 2, 3 or 5 cm
Described in: Kanneworff S. Nicolaisen 1973 (Appendix 1)

Country: FINLAND

Institute: FINNISH CENTRE FOR RADIATION AND NUCLEAR SAFETY

Sampling device: GEMINI Twin Corer

Used in Subprojects: FI-1, FI-2 and FI-3

Type: a gravity corer with 2 parallel plexiglass coring tubes
Total length: 135 cm
Total weight: 33 kg + additional weights 14 kg
Closing mechanism: 2 lateral rudder closers
Tube length: 79 cm
Inner diameter: 2 x 80 mm
Sampled area: 101 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device: modified from that of the Niemistö Corer



Sectioning intervals: 1 cm
Described in: see Appendix 2

Sampling device: The Niemistö Corer

Used in Subprojects: FI-1, FI-2 (alternative)

Type: a gravity corer with an inner plexiglass coring tube
Total length: 140 cm
Total weight: 13 kg + additional weights 32 kg
Closing mechanism: lateral rudder closer
Tube length: 88 cm
Inner diameter: 50 mm
Sampled area: 19.6 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 5-10
Sectioning device: sectioning apparatus with a screw-operated

core-extrusion device and plexiglass slides
for subsamples of varying thickness

Sectioning intervals: 1 cm
Described in: Niemistö 1974 (Appendix 3)

Sampling device: AQUARIUS Box Corer (STUK)

Used in Subproject: FI-3 (alternative)

Type: a frame-supported box corer with an inner plexiglass
coring aquarium

Total height: 82 cm
Total weight: 25 kg + additional weights 12.5 kg
Closing mechanism: closing jaws and a cutting plate used on

the deck for removing the aquarium from
the corer

Height of the aquarium: 30 cm
Inner measures of the aquarium: 182 x 183 mm
Sampled area: 333 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device: modified from that of the Niemistö Corer
Sectioning intervals: 5 cm
Described in: Report STUK-A92 (Appendix 4)

Country: ICELAND

Institute: MARINE RESEARCH INSTITUTE

Sampling device: Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute,
Little Gravity Corer

Used in Subproject: IS-1

Type of corer: a gravity corer with inner plexiglass tube
Total length: 80 cm



Total weight: 8 kg + additional weights 20 kg
Closing mechanism: upper closing valve/vacuum
Tube length: 50 cm
Inner diameter: 62 mm
Sampled area: 30 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device: the sediment is pressed out from the tube

into a plastic sample container and cut
with a thin piece of plexiglass

Sectioning intervals: 2.5 or 5 cm
Described in: see Appendix 5

Country: NORWAY

Institute: STATENS STRÄLEVERN
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY OF NORWAY, LABORATORY FOR
ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

Sampling device: The Sm<j)gen Box Corer

Used in Subprojects: NO-1; Kara Sea, Ob-Yenisey, Irish Sea

Type of corer: a large box corer
Total weight: 50 kg + additional weights 4 x 25 kg
Closing mechanism: closing jaws
Height of the box: 50 cm
Inner measures of the box: 300 x 300 mm
Total area of one haul: 900 cm2

Number and inner diameter of the subsample tubes: 2-4 x <f> 103 mm
Area of the subsamples: 2-4 x 84 cm2 each
Number of parallel hauls/analysis: 1
Sectioning device/method:

Sectioning intervals: 1

freezing; sectioning of the frozen
samples by using 10- or 20-mm broad
plastic rings and a plastic knife;
remaining surface sediment (0-2 cm)
is scraped with a spatula

or 2 cm
Described in: Jonasson and Olausson 1966 (Appendix 6)

Sampling device: The Niemistö Corer

Used in Subproject: NO-1 (alternative)

Type: a gravity corer with an inner plexiglass coring tube
Total length: 140 cm
Total weight: 13 kg + additional weights 32 kg
Closing mechanism: lateral rudder closer
Tube length: 80 cm
Tube diameter: 50 mm
Sampled area: 19.6 cm2

Sectioning device: The Niemistö sectioning apparatus
Sectioning intervals: 2 or 5 cm
Described in: Niemistö 1974 (Appendix 3)



Sampling device: van Veen Grab

Used in Subproject: NO-1 (alternative)

Type: a bottom grab equipped with sieve (mesh size 0.5 mm) and
rubber flaps allowing water to pass through the grab
during descent through the water column

Total weight: 40 kg + additional weights 30 or 40 kg
Sampled area: 1000 cm3

Number of parallel samples/analyse: 1
Division of subsamples with a plastic or metal spoon

Sampling device: The Reineck Box Corer

Used in Subproject: NO-1 (alternative)

Type: a gravity box corer
Number of the subsample tubes: 2-3
Sectioning device/method: freezing; sectioning of the frozen

subsamples; remaining surface sediment
(0-5 cm) was scraped from the box

Sectioning intervals: 1 or 2 cm

Country: SWEDEN

Institute: LUND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL, RADIATION PHYSICS
DEPARTMENT

Sampling device: The Kajak Corer

Used in Subprojects: SE-1 and SE-2

Type: a gravity corer with a plexiglass tube
Total length: 30 cm + the tube
Total weight: adjustable (8 kg)
Closing mechanism: upper closing valve/vacuum
Tube length: 50, 70 100 or 130 cm
Inner diameter: 65 mm
Sampled area: 33.2 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device: The sediment is pressed out and sliced

using a screw device
Sectioning intervals: variable
Described in: Kajak et al. 1965 (Appendix 7), see also Appendix 8

Sampling device: The HAPS Corer (of Riso)

Used in Subproject: SE-3

Type of corer: a gravity corer with an 80 x 80-cm frame and
a stainless-steel coring tube in the middle



Total height: 125 cm
Total weight: 120 kg
Closing mechanism: lateral bottom closer
Tube length: 25 cm
Tube diameter: 100 mm
Sampled area: 78.5 cm2

Number of parallel samples/analysis: 1
Sectioning device/method: freezing; manual sectioning of the

frozen samples by a knife at the lab
Sectioning intervals: x-2 cm (free of choice)
Described in: Kanneworff & Nikolaisen 1973 (Appendix 1)

Sampling device: Box Corer (of Göteborg University)

Used in Subproject: SE-3 (alternative)

Type of corer: a large box corer
Total height: 220 cm
Total weight: 200 kg
Closing mechanism: lateral bottom closer
Height of the box: 50 cm
Inner measures of the box: 500 x 500 mm
Total area of one haul: 2500 cm2

Number and inner diameter of the subsample tubes: 1-10 x § 100 mm
Area of subsamples: 1-10 x 78.5 cm2 each
Number of parallel hauls/analysis: 1
Sectioning device/method: freezing; manual sectioning of the

frozen samples by a knife at the lab
Sectioning intervals: free of choice
Described in: see Appendix 9

SOME GENERAL ERRORS INVOLVED IN SEDIMENT SAMPLING DEVICES

What are the requirements of a perfect sediment sample - what does
it look like? -In a nutshell: the sample must be undisturbed. This
means that the soft surface layers are undisturbed and unmixed and
the covering water on top of the sediment is as clear as it is in
situ. It also means that all the lower layers are unmixed and ex-
actly at the same depth in the sample as they are in their natural
state.

The major disadvantages involved in sediment sampling are:
(1) LOSS OF the soft, watery SURFACE SEDIMENTS as a result of
- SCAVENGING (BLOW-AWAY) caused by the pressure wave built up in
front of the descending sampler,

- RESUSPENSION = re-entrainment of previously deposited material
into the water caused by the pressure wave or the sampler,

- BRIMMING = the sampler fills up to the brim,
(2) MIXING and REDISTRIBUTION OF sampled SEDIMENT LAYERS as a
result of resuspension and other external or internal factors
(see below),

(3) TILTING of the sampling device at the bottom,



(4) LOSS OF ENCLOSED MATERIAL as a result of brimming or tilting,
(5) INCOME OF SEDIMENT FROM THE OUTSIDE into the sample as a
result of brimming, tilting or resuspension,

(6) CORE SHORTENING = difference between the depth of corer pene-
tration into the sediment and the interior length of the core,

(7) SMEARING = downflow of particles from the top layers to
deeper layers along the core walls during coring and/or slicing,
(8) EDGE EFFECT = loss of material from the margins of the sedi-
ment core, which means that the surface area of the core is
smaller than the orifice of the corer.

The most important feature of a sampling device is that it must
allow almost unhindered flow of water through the corer during
descent and penetration into the sediment, otherwise the hydrau-
lic shock wave (bow wave) created in front of the orifice may blow
away and laterally disperse the easily resuspended surficial sedi-
ments before the corer reaches the sediment surface.1 In all re-
spects, good hydrodynamic design of the corer is of great advan-
tage in avoiding the consequences of the shock wave.

Many corers tend to tilt at the bottom when the attachment wire
slackens. High construction of the sampling device increases the
risk of tilting; the risk is further increased by a high centre of
gravity. Loss of enclosed material and income of sediment from the
outside are not the only consequences of tilting. Inside the sam-
pler tilting causes impaction of surface sediment on one side and
a wedge-shaped gap in the sediment on the opposite side between
the bulk sediment and the wall of the corer.1 This gap is often
filled by material from the surface layer, which causes errors in
slicing as well as a sloping surface in the sample itself.

The amount of core shortening as a function of corer penetration
depth is influenced by core diameter and penetration velocity.1 In
general, core shortening is smaller in corers with large diameters
and when the penetration is slow. In extremely soft surface sedi-
ment layers with very high water content, core shortening is usu-
ally low. Further down, the sediment becomes gradually more com-
pact and the friction against the inner wall of the coring tube
increases. When the corer reaches a depth where the ratio between
the wall friction and the aperture area of the corer becomes
critical, the sediment core begins to act partly as a plough and
core shortening begins. Clayey, silty sediments are shortened more
than light, unconsolidated, organic sediments, and the initiation
of shortening is related to corer diameter.1

The consequences of the smearing effect are particularly disturb-
ing in studies of sedimentation rate based on vertical distribu-
tion of radionuclides, if the recently contaminated particles of
the top layer drag downwards along the inner wall of the coring
tube and are then found in older, deeper layers rather than in
natural sediments. Some intercomparisons have shown that the risk
of the smearing effect is higher in corers with small diameters,2'3

but the problem might also be related to the consistency of the
bottom, penetration velocity and tilting of the corer.

The consequences of the edge effect were clearly shown in an
intercomparison using 6 sediment corers of various diameters.4'5

The results showed marked differences in the total amounts of 137Cs
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per square metre, even though the 137Cs concentrations per kg dry
weight were quite equal in parallel slices of the sediment pro-
files. The results calculated per square metre were in direct
correlation with the area of the corer, being smallest in corers
with the smallest areas. The conclusion was that each corer has an
edge effect (the inner walls of the coring tubes/boxes cause loss
of material from the margins of the core). This loss is greater in
corers with greater ratios between the inner perimeter and the
sampled area (in corers with small diameters), and this error is
multiplied when several parallel samples are needed for analyses
when using small-diameter corers.5

ERRORS TYPICAL FOR THE SAMPLING DEVICES USED IN EKO-1

The variety of sediment samplers used in the EKO-1 Project include
one bottom grab, 5 box (or comparable) corers and 4 tubular gravi-
ty corers.

The van Veen Grab was originally designed for sampling of macro-
zoobenthos. It was not intended for iadiment sampling, and strict-
ly speaking, should not be used for this purpose. It can only be
used on hard bottoms where no samples are obtained with proper
sediment corers, but the quantitativeness of van Veen samples is
extremely doubtful on this type of bottom too. One of the main
disadvantages of the van Veen Grab is the restricted flow of water
through the grab when it is lowered, which causes a strong shock
wave in front of the sampler and sweeps away the light surface
layer of sediment.6'7 Another disadvantage is that the covering
water tends to escape from the sampler when passing the water
surface, which causes loss, redistribution and dropping of the
surface material. Furthermore, the closing mechanism of the grab
mixes the sediment layers, and therefore it is not possible to
obtain undisturbed samples with the van Veen Grab.

The use of the three large box corers, Sm(}>gen, Reineck and that of
Göteborg University, is based on additional shipboard sampling
with hand-operated coring tubes from the original box core. This
method is a means of overcoming such disadvantages as core short-
ening1 and smearing. The use of large box corers, however, is often
linked with other inherent difficulties, such as tilting, brim-
ming, income of sediments into the sample box from the outside,
redistribution, resuspension and loss of enclosed matter.1 Besides
that the large box corers are unhandy and require the use of large
research vessels, their massive construction, weight and less
hydrodynamic design very easily disturb the soft surface layers of
sediment. A supporting stand or frame can be used to reduce the
tilting and brimming tendency, as has been done at least in the
Göteborg University Box Corer.

The smaller Aquarius Box Corer is also equipped with a frame to
avoid tilting and brimming. In addition, it is lighter and more
handy than the large box corers and allows water flow through the
open box during descent and penetration into the sediment. Sample
handling is based on an inner plexiglass box (aquarium) that can



be removed from the corer, after which the entire core can be
thinly sliced using a sectioning device modified from that of the
Niemistö Corer. Scavenging may form the main risk in the use of
the Aquarius Box Corer; however, very good results have been
achieved by careful sampling with this corer in some intercompar-
isons. 4>5 Before furnishing the corer with the frame, tilting
often caused appearance of a wedge-shaped gap in one edge of the
core, but this disadvantage was reduced by the frame.

The HAPS Corer is here considered as a box corer, because in many
details it is closely related, although its box is tubular. Some
intercomparisons have shown that the HAPS is not the best avail-
able sampling device for very soft bottoms,3 but it has many ad-
vantages in sampling of hard clayey and sandy sediments (broad
frame, down-pushing coring tube, closing mechanism). It is thus
obvious that the same corer may not be appropriate in all cases,
but various bottoms and circumstances require different devices.
On very soft bottoms the main disadvantages of the HAPS are its
quite massive design and too short coring tube in relation to the
heaviness of the corer, which cause loss of the very soft surface
sediments3 and sinking of the corer too deeply into the sediment,
resulting in brimming of the coring tube. An additional disadvan-
tage of the HAPS is that it tends to lose covering water during
sample preparation for slicing.3

The Kajak and Woods Hole Tubular Gravity Corers have been equipped
with vacuum-based closing systems, i.e. the closing valves are
situated at the top of the coring tubes. This may be the main dis-
advantage of these corers, especially when working aboard large
research vessels with high rails. Especially if the core obtained
is short or very soft, it is easily lost when the corer is passing
the water surface.1 Core shortening, smearing and edge effect are
other potential sources of error involved in the use of these sam-
plers, because the diameters of the coring tubes are relatively
small: 65 and 62 mm, respectively. Another disadvantage is also
caused by the small diameter of the samplers: several parallel
hauls are needed to obtain sufficient material from the surface
layer for radionuclide analyses. The light weight of the corer may
also cause difficulty at deep localities in rough weather.

The sources of error inherent in small-diameter tubes are the main
disadvantages of the Niemistö Corer. The consequences of the edge
effect have been obvious in some intercomparisons,4'5 in which the
results given per square metre have been smallest in samples taken
by the Niemistö Corer. Another disadvantage is its tendency to
tilt on compact bottoms, because the corer is quite high, as well
as its centre of gravity. On the other hand, in samples taken with
the Niemistö Corer, the soft, watery surface layers are almost
always undisturbed and the slicing device of the Niemistö Corer is
one of the most sophisticated.

The GEMINI Twin Corer is an advanced version of the Niemistö
Corer, containing many improvements to it. The most significant
advantage is the larger diameter of the coring tubes, which means
decreasing risk of core shortening, smearing and edge effect. In
addition, the larger diameter and 2 parallel tubes enable re-
duction of the number of parallel hauls: normally one haul is
sufficient to obtain an adequate sample for radionuclide analyses.
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The parallel tubes and pLacing of the lead weights further down
increase the stability of the corer on the bottom and reduce the
risk of tilting. An additional improvement is the locking of the
upper lids and the closing rudders during descent, which increase
the stability of the corer and the free flow of water through the
sampling tubes in this stage. The slicing device is modified from
that of the original Niemistö Corer, being very handy and sophis-
ticated as well. Nevertheless, the larger diameter may slightly
weaken slicing precision.

SOME SOURCES OF ERROR LINKED WITH SEDIMENT SAMPLING PRACTICE

To obtain reliable samples, gentle, slow entry and penetration of
the coring tube/box into the sediment are essential in order for
preventing loss of the flocculent surface sediments. It is clear
that by using a free-falling corer the uppermost soft sediments
are often seriously disturbed or entirely lost.1

If it is possible to choose the time of sampling, favourable
weather conditions and best available stability of the ship are
naturally advantageous in obtaining undisturbed and reliable
samples. If sampling is performed in a small vessel in shallow
waters, anchoring of the boat is always recommended before sam-
pling. The attachment wire should be lowered as vertically as
possible, because bias from the vertical results in tilting of the
corer. A supporting frame is one method reducing tilting in diffi-
cult circumstances.

Repenetration of the corer into the sediment may easily lead to
misinterpretations. Rolling and pitching of the vessel may entail
a problem when the sampler hits the bottom and causes disturbance
before the corer actually enters the sediment.1

The sample can also be disturbed during the closing operation of
the corer or withdrawal from the sediment, and during retrieval.1

These stages may, therefore, also require careful, gentle working.
Rotation of a corer during retrieval causes shear stress on the
sediment. Since the rate of entrainment increases with sample
area, large-area instruments produce disturbance more easily.1 To
avoid rotation, a swivel should always be connected to the wire.

CONCLUSIONS

False conclusions are an obvious risk if studies are based on
biased field samples1, and it is unreasonable to perform exacting
and expensive analyses if the samples are useless or unreliable.
Sampling of soft, easily resuspended sediments, however, is diffi-
cult and includes many sources of error.
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The instruments best suited for quantitative sampling of soft-
bottom sediments appear to be those based on the coring principle.1

Box corers can be reliably used mainly for bulk sampling of coher-
ent sediments and some silty and sandy sediments.1 Nevertheless, it
should be borne in mind that the same instrument may not be the
best alternative for all types of bottom, but various circumstan-
ces require different types of instrumentation.

Many factors speak in favour of relatively large diameters/areas
of the corer orifices. It is not possible, however, to increase
the tube diameter endlessly without negative impact to the corer1s
handiness and increasing difficulty in handling and slicing of the
cores.

Despite the large variety of sampling instruments and many sources
of error involved in the use of different instruments, it is most
important to know and account for the disadvantages and to work as
carefully as possible towards minimizing errors and obtaining
undisturbed, reliable samples.
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Appendix 1

OPHELIA, 10: 119-129 (October 1973)

THE "HAPS"
A FRAME-SUPPORTED BOTTOM CORER

EBBE KANNEWORFF & WILLY NICOLAISEN

Marine Biological Laboratory, DK-3000 Hclsingor, Denmark.

ABSTRACT

A new quantitative bottom sampler is described. It is basically a corcr with top valve and core
catcher, supported by a frame, and can be used for in situ studies of bottom invertebrates. It
functions very well in mixed and soft sediments and fairly well in sand; it can be operated from
a motor boat provided with a power winch.

The area sampled is about 150 cm2, the sampling depth about 25 cm in mixed and soft sedi-
ment and about 10 cm in hard sand.

INTRODUCTION

A large number of quantitative bottom samplers have been constructed. The
majority of those which are in common use have been reviewed by Holme
(1964). Broadly speaking they can be divided into grabs and corers, each
type having inherent advantages and disadvantages. The main advantages
of the corers arc that the volume of the sample has a well-defined relation to the
surface area and that the vertical stratification of the sediment is preserved.
The main drawback is that they need to be excessively heavy in order to
sample a surface area comparable to that sampled by the grabs. The need for
heavy weight is strongly emphasized in sandy sediments. However, the need
for weight can be partly circumvented by employing some kind of suction
action (e.g., the Knudsen sampler). Another drawback is that corers tend
to anchor themselves in soft sediment.

The corer described in the present paper was constructed in answer to a de-
mand in our laboratory which could not be fulfilled by the corers previously
devised. Firstly, it should have a large enough surface area to allow in situ studies
of the common bottom invertebrates of our area; this requires a diameter of at
least 10 cm since diver investigations have shown that the flocculent material of
the bottom surface tends to be washed away when a corer with smaller diameter
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is used (Mclntyrc, 1971), Secondly, it should function at least moderately well
on sandy scdimcnls without being too heavy or too bulky to be operated by the
small power winch on our 30-foot motorboat SPISULA. Thirdly, it should be
sufficiently rugged (o allow routine use at sea.

In principle our sampler is conventional, being a weight-operated tubular
corcr with top valve and core catcher. It follows the trend of recent samplers
in that it is supported by a frame on the bottom. The word "Haps" is an ex-
clamation used in Danish when something has been grasped very quickly.

We are much indebted to Mr. Leif Knudsen of the Laboratory's workshop,
who built the sampler and contributed ideas and modifications. Constructional
drawings can be ordered through the Laboratory.

DESCRIPTION

The corer is shown in Fig. 1. Details of the construction can be seen in the
drawings Figs 2-4.

The coring tube itself is a length of tubing which pierces a quadratic plate
(the grip). Both the coring tube and the grip are made of stainless steel. The
grip, which is welded to the side of the coring tube a short distance below the
upper rim, has two small holes which accept the guides of the lid (the top valve).
The upper rim of the coring tube is rounded so as to give a close fit with the
lid. The lower rim is sharpened from the outside to facilitate penetration into
the sediment.

The lop valve of the coring tube is made of PVC (polyvinylchloride). A layer
of foam rubber is glued to the underside in order to give a tight fit with the
tube. The strip of PVC on the upper side of the lid serves to prevent adhesion
to the surface of the carrier. The two brass taps which serve as guides have been
screwed into the top valve. If they protrude slightly above the surface of the
top valve, the strip of PVC may be omitted.

The remaining parts of the sampler are made of iron. The coring tube is
held by the carrier. Fig. 3 shows that the grip fits into two slots in the carrier.
The position of the grip is secured by the lock. On top of the carrier are two
screws (Fig. 2) which hold the lead weights in position. Altogether eight weights
can be used, totalling about 50 kilos.

The core catcher moves freely around two joints on the sides of the carrier.
The closing plate of the core catcher is held by two pieces of flat iron, each of
which is fastened by two screws.

In order to give a close fit with the coring tube the closing plate of the core
catcher moves a few degrees around a joint, the movement being limited by a
screw which passes through a slot in the closing plate.

The carrier is held by a steering axle which is screwed into the upper surface
of the carrier. A guide spindle is mounted on the side of the axle. The axle ter-
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FIG. I. The Haps has just
returned with a sample. The
guide rail is seen immediate-
ly to the left or the steering
axle between the upper and
lower guide plates.

minates in an eye-swivel to which the wire from the ship is fastened; its base
limits the downward travel of the axle. The release mechanism of the core catcher
is also fastened to the rod and limits its upward travel. Finally, the axle has a
projection which is engaged by the safety catch.

The release mechanism of the core catcher consists of four parts which are
fitted to each other by movable joints (marked 1,2 and 3 in Fig. 3A). The release
hook moves freely through the slot marked s. The mechanism functions as fol-
lows: The coring assembly is brought to its uppermost position. The core catcher
is raised and the release hook is made to engage the axle of the core catcher,
and the side of the angular tap is brought to bear on the underside of the lower
frame plate. The position is now as seen in Figs 2 and 4A. As soon as the coring
assembly starts its downward travel the joint marked 2 is stretched (Fig. 4C).
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guide spindle and -rail
(hidden behind steering axle)

release mechanism

release hook'

closing plate

core catcher

coring tube

steering axle

upper guide plate

safety catch

lead weights

FIG. 2. The Haps.
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release
hook

slot

B

FIG. 3. A, The release mechanism. B, The carrier and the coring tube with lop valve.

When the coring assembly comes to the end of its upward travel the free end of
the angular tap engages the underside of the lower guide plate, the release me-
chanism pivots around the joint marked 1, and the release hook is lifted and
frees the core catcher, which falls and closes the coring tube (Fig. 4D).

The frame of the sampler is made of iron tubing. The upper and the lower
guide plates are bored to accomodate the steering axle, which can move freely
up and down. The guide spindle of the axle fits into a guide rail mounted between
the upper and lower guide plates (Fig. 1) preventing the coring assembly from
rotating. The safety catch is fastened to the upper guide plate. The four lead
weights give the frame sufficient gravity to prevent untimely release of the core
catcher.

DIMENSIONS AND MATERIALS

The coring tube commonly used by us has an inner diameter of 13.6 cm and an
outer diameter of 14.2 cm. It measures 26 cm in length. The grip consists of a
17.5 X 17.5 cm plate which is 1.2 cm thick. The free travel of the top valve is
1.5 cm. The carrier of the coring tube measures 22 x 22 cm and is 6.5 cm high.
At the bottom of each slot is a screw which functions as a stop. The closing
plate of the core catcher which is made of 0.3 cm sheet metal measures 18.7 X 15.5
cm. The upbent sides are 6 cm high. The remaining parts of the core catcher
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(except the axle, which has a diameter of 1.9 cm) arc made of 0.7 cm flat iron.
The steering axle of the carrier measures 3.4 cm in diameter and has a length
of 79 cm. All the parts of the release mechanisms except the angular tap are
made of 0.7 cm flat iron. The length of the release hook is 16 cm. When the
coring assembly is in its upmost position the distance between the upper side of
the carrier and the underside of the lower guide plate is 18.5 cm. The free travel
of the coring assembly is 29 cm. The frame is made of iron tubing with a diameter
of 2.7 cm. The base of the frame measures 80 era square. From the corners, four
tubes of 95 cm length run to the upper guide plate, which measures 15 X 15x1 cm.
The lower guide plate which is similar in size to the upper one is carried by
four tubes 15 cm in length. The distance between the upper and the lower guide
plates is 30.5 cm. The lead weights for the carrier measure 20x 10.5x3 cm
each. Each weight has two incisions, one for the carrier rod and another for the
screw which holds the weight in position. All iron parts of the sampler, except
the coring tube, are electro-plated.

OPERATING

The sampler is operated in the following way. The core catcher is raised and
locked in while the sampler is standing on deck. When the sampler has been
lifted, the safety catch is turned to its unengaged position before the sampler is
lowered into the sea. The sampler shows the best performance if it is lowered
with a steady speed of about % m/sec.

The sampler is allowed to stand on the bottom for a while in order to give
the coring tube time to sink into the bottom. The coring tube can be emptied
directly into a sieve, or it can be removed for closer examination of the sample.
In the latter case the bottom of the coring tube must be covered by a lid. The
vertical distribution can be investigated by sectioning the core into horizontal
slices. The tube is then placed on a piston and the sample is gradually pressed

FIG. 4. The functioning of the release mechanism. A, The sampler is standing on the deck and
the coring assembly is held in position by the safely catch. The release mechanism has been
positioned so that the side of the angular tap bears against the lower frame plate. The core
catcher is held in position by the release hook. D, The sampler has been lifted clear of the deck.
The safely caich has been disengaged. C, The frame of the sampler is resting on the sea bottom.
The coring tube has been forced into the sea bottom. The angular tap rotated when it lost
contact with the frame plate and the distal end is now pointing upwards. The safely catch has
fallen down. D, The sampler has been hauled clear of the bottom and the coring assembly has
just reached its uppermost position. When the distal end of the angular tap reached the frame
plate the release mechanism turned around joint I and the core catcher was released. The safety

catch has now been engaged.
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Via. 5. The coring lube has
been removed from the sam-
pler and is being placed on
top of (he pislon.

out and cut off at the rim of the tube (Figs 5-6). The coring tube with its contents
can also be brought to the laboratory for behavioral studies of the animals in
their natural habitat. Physico-chemical parameters of the sediment can conven-
iently be measured with a minimum of disturbance.

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE

The sampler has been used under a variety of conditions both on our cutter
OPHELIA and on our motor boat SPISULA.

As the outgoing surface current in the 0resund often is 1-2 knots and oc-
casionally as much as 3 knots it was frequently found necessary to anchor the
ship in order to prevent the sampler from capsizing on the bottom. When this
was done a sample was procured in more than 90 % of the hauls. On soft bottoms
the sampler takes a firm hold in the bottom, but it is easily freed. However, on
these bottoms we have only used it from OPHELIA, which has a more powerful
winch and thicker wire (8 mm) than SPISULA. From SPJSULA it has been used
on firm sand at 2-5 m depth.
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FIG. 6. A sample of stiff clay
has been forced out of the
coring tube by the piston.
Numerous Haphops tubes
are projecting from the sur-
face.

On the mixed and soft bottoms at depths greater than 20 metres it was seldom
necessary to use more than one or two weights to get sample; of 20 cm thick-
ness. On the firm sand from 2-5 metres depth we usually got samples of 10-15
cm thickness with all the weights on.

We have reasons to assume that no significant pressure wave is created in
front of the coring tube. In calm weather we had samples of soft sediment which
was covered by a layer of fine detritus, none of which has been suspended in the
water above the sample. Further, the animals on the sample surface, even the
tiny ones, seem completely undisturbed. Thus, females of the small amphipod
Duliclua falcata (Bate), together with their young, were observed to move
around on the thin fragile foraminiferan tubes which often are attached to the
free ends of the tubes of the amphipod Haploops, this apparently being their
natural biotope.
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Appendix 2

GEMINI TWIN CORER
a new handy 80 mm 0 corer for soft sediments

The design of the corer follows the lines of the NIEMISTÖ corer
(Niemistö 1974*), The inner diameter of the coring tube is 80 mm.
With one cast simultaneously two core samples are obtained.

*NIEMISTÖ, L. 1974. A garavity corer
for studies of soft sediments. Meren-
tutkimuslait. Julk./Havsfoskningsinst.
Skr. 238:33-38.
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Coreshortening (%) as a function of
corer diameter (cm).
From: Blomqvist,S. 1985. Reliability
of core sampling of soft bottom
sediment - an in situ study.
Sedimentology (1985) 32, 605 - 612.

"Gemini" ready to descend. The two rudders and
the valves are fixed with nylor.strings and keep this
position until bottom touch. A slight slack of the
wire opens the pins and the rudders and valves
are free to close.

The sediment/water interface is sharp and the surface looks undisturbed.
The core is easily cut into slices of different thickness.

The slicing into subsamples is done in the same easy
way as with the original NIEMISTÖ corer. An old core
extruder can be easily modified to meet the new
diameter. The volume of a 1 cm slice is now 50 cm3,
which gives enough material for dating (210 Pb), analysis
of heavy metals, carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus and
some organic substances, all from the same sample.
The "twin" samples can either be mixed together or
the other one can be used as a back up sample.
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The transparent core liner is easily
removed from the sampler. The mouth
of the core liner is closed by hand and
the sample is carefully placed on the
core extrusion device.
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Gemini was tested during an international cruise of the HELCOM
Group.of Experts on Monitoring of Radioactive Substances in the
Baltic Sea (MORS) onboard the Rnnish research vessel ARANDA.
The main objective was to compare different sediment samplers.

Inquires and orders:

OTT KART A 0
Meteorinrata 5 C
02210 Espoo
Finland

Telephone +358 0 80410 55
Telefax +35808037640

FINNISH INSTITUTE OF MARINE
RESEARCH
PO. Box 33
00931 Helsinki
Finland
Telephone +358 0 331 044
Telefax +358 0 331376
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Mcrcntutkimuslait. Julk./Havsforskningsinst. Skr. 238 (1974) 33—38

A GRAVITY CORER FOR STUDIES OP SOFT SEDIMENTS

Lauri Niemistö

Institute of Marine Research, 00141 Helsinki, Finland.

A gravity corcr for sampling soft sediments is described. The sediment core
is extruded with a piston and divided into transverse sections of desired
thickness. The subsamplc slides arc closed with gliding sheets, which prevent
the sample from being contaminated by air. Electrode measurements arc
carried out in the subsample slides by means of an electrode-inserting device.
The subsamples arc dropped into Pctri dishes and stored in a deep freeze
for chemical analysis.

The term »undisturbed sediment sample» is used in discussions relating to the
study of sediments (Kemp 1971). Nevertheless it is rather obvious that during the
process of sampling disturbance may take place in at least the following ways:

— the shock wave in front of the sampler disturbs the soft uppermost sediment
layer before the sampler penetrates into the sediment,

— the friction between the sediment and the sampler wall causes downward
gliding of sediment surface material,

— the internal structure of very soft sediment may be disturbed and the pore
water tends to flow out,

— the microbiological activity is disturbed by the decrease of pressure {e.g. gas
equilibrium) and the change of temperature.

The degree of disturbance is difficult to determine. Moreover, disturbance that
may be negligible in one branch of scdimentology may be fatal in another. In some
cases it has proved impossible to obtain undisturbed samples using shipboard
sampling. In these studies it has fortunately been possible to use divers (Rhoads
and Young 1970 and Elmgren 1971). However, in deep water sampling the problem
cannot be solved with divers and a suitable sampler has to be found.

In a detailed report, Hopkins (1964) has described over 100 different sediment samplers. About
50 of these arc corcrs. Hopkins also gives a short list of general specifications to be met by any
sampler: »(1) The device should have a minimum number of working parts and these should be
corrosion resistant, (2) the sampler should be sturdy enough to endure repeated handling on deck
and impacts on the bottom, (3) the bulk or weight should be such that the sampler is not overly
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Fig. 2. The sectioning apparatus consists
of a frame for the subsamplc slides (Fig. 3)
with a sliding sheet (1) that sections the
core. The upper sheet of the subsamplc
slide is closed as the sediment core is ex-
truded into the slide. When the rod (2) is
pushed, it moves the sliding sheet (hat
sections the core and at the same time
closes the lower sheet of the subsamplc
slide. The extrusion device, (3) piston, (4)
0-ring, (5) clamp for the mouthpiece of
the plexiglass tube, (6) wheel for adjust-

ment of extrusion.

Fig. 1. The gravity corcr (B) on its way
down, with the rudder (1) in the up-
ward position and the valve (2) open,
lead weights (3) arc placed in the pock-
ets (4); (A) on its way up with the rud-
der locked in the downward position
with the static magnet (5). The plexi-
glass tube is removed by opening the

nut (6) and pulling out the stainless
steel mouthpiece (7).
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dangerous to handle on deck, (4) the sampler should orient correctly before contacting the bottom,
(5) sufficient weight or power should be supplied to ensure penetration to the desired depth, (6)
retrieving should entail no sample loss and once on board the sample must be relatively easy to
remove».

In the present paper a gravity corcr is presented which fulfils the above specifi-
cations but which in addition has been constructed to meet the following requirements,
which are essential for the work it is intended to perform.

1. The sampler should be operated with a winch and it should be possible to
regulate the weight on the basis of the information on sediment quality provided
by echo-soundings preceding the sampling.

2. The sampler should be automatically triggered.
3. The sampler should not penetrate too deep into very soft sediments.
4. The mouth of the corer should be as plain as possible, without a core retainer

to disturb the sample.
5. The sediment core should be divided into suitable transverse sections for

immediate electrode measurements and for chemical analysis.

In 1968 the prototype of the sampler was reported (Niemistö 1969). In 1970
an improved type of the sampler was presented at the 7th Conference of the Baltic
Occanographers in Helsinki. The improved sampler has been used in several studies
in the Baltic Sea. (See for instance Ignatius el al. 1971, Niemistö and Voipio 1974
and Hallberg 1974).

The sampler consists of a plexiglass tube (inside diameter 5 cm) surrounded by
a stainless steel body. For ballast the sampler uses 8 lead weights, each about 6 kg.
The weights are placed in pockets surrounding the sampler at the upper end (Fig. 1).
The diameter of the sampler is considerably greater at this place and increasing
friction prevents the sampler from penetrating beyond the top of the corer on very
soft sediments. A valve on the top of the sampler allows water to pass through as
it is lowered. A slightly bent rudder is fixed to the upper end to prevent rotation
on the downward journey. The smooth round lower end of the sampler assures
regular penetration. When the sampler has penetrated into the sediment, the valve
closes and vacuum prevents the sample, even very soft material, from slipping
out of the tube upon the initial withdrawal. After the sampler has been lifted clear
of the bottom, the rudder turns downwards and closes the mouth of the tube, pre-
venting the loss of the sample while the sampler is being retrieved. In the downward
position the rudder also reduces spinning as the sampler is drawn upwards, thus
decreasing the disturbance of the sample.

On board the ship, the plexiglass tube is removed and placed in an extrusion
device (Fig. 2). A sectioning apparatus is then mounted on the end of the tube.
This consists of a frame for the subsamplc slides with a sliding plexiglass sheet
that sections the core. The sheet has a hole in the centre which is the same size as
the inside diameter of the sampler tube (5 cm). A subsample slide (Fig. 3) is fitted
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Fig. 3. The subsample slide consists of a plexiglass sheet (1) of desired thickness with a hole (2)
in the middle and gioovcs at the edges for the two gliding sheets (3) which close the subsample

and protect it from contamination by the air.

Fig. 4. For electrode measurements the upper sheet of the subsamplc slide is re-
placed with an electrode inserting device with holes for electrodes.
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into the sectioning device and sediment is extruded into the slide. The core is then
cut through and the slide is closed at the same time. A new subsamplc is fitted into
the device, and the core is gradually cut into portions. The thickness of the subsamplc
slides used in the studies has varied from 2 mm to 10 mm.

Air contamination is thus reduced to a minimum during the extrusion and
sectioning of the core, and the subsamplcs are then ready to transport to the
laboratory, e.g. for rcdox or pH measurements. Tests have shown that slight oxidation
of the samples takes place only after about 8 hours.

A special electrode-inserting device was constructed to avoid air contamination.
This consists of an acrylic plastic cube with holes for the electrodes, which fits into
the grooves of the subsamplc slides (Fig. 4). This apparatus is fitted to the subs-
ample slides one at a time during the electrode measurements (Fig. 5).

After each measurement the subsample is dropped into a Petri dish and stored
in a deep freeze for further analysis in the laboratory.

The sampler has been successfully used on soft, post-glacial sediments and also
on glacial clay and sandy bottoms. Samples containing sand, small stones or iron
manganese nodules are very difficult to handle. Even if the sampling procedure

Fig. 5. Electrode measurements on board the
Finnish research vessel »ARANDA».
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has been successful, the sectioning often fails, as the moving parts get clogged with

coarse material. The macroscopic fauna, especially Macoma baltica, has often caused

trouble during sectioning. The 0.8 thick subsample slides have — however — proved

useful even in this respect since there is room for the animals to be pressed into

the slide. As a rule the animals were removed before storage in the deep freeze.
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FINNISH CENTRE FOR RADIATION
AND NUCLEAR SAFETY STUK-A92

APPENDIX

INTERCOMPARISON OF SEDIMENT SAMPLERS

In June 1988 an additional intcrcomparison was made of the three sediment
samplers used by our laboratory. The samples were taken from a depth of 17
metres at Loviisa 3 station (Fig. 2), where the sediment is very soft and watery
sulphidic gyttja clay. At times unoxidized conditions have prevailed in the near-
bottom water at this station, but in June 1988 the top layer of the sediment was
well oxidized.

Material and methods

The construction of the three sampling and slicing devices, the STUK corcr, the
Niemistö corer and the box corer, is shown in Figs A - l and A-2.

Routine sampling in the environs of the NPPs is done with the STUK corer.
This corer consists of a stainless steel body containing a plexiglass tube with an
inner diameter of 64 mm. The corcr is 50 cm long and weights 12.5 kg. The
slicing equipment consists of an unfastened piston and simple plastic slides for
2-5 cm thick subsamples. The STUK corcr is very safe to operate and, under
favourable conditions almost always gives undisturbed samples.

The Niemistö corer is used mostly in special projects, when very fine slices are
needed from the uppermost layers of the surface sediment. The very exact sec-
tioning apparatus of the Niemistö corer allows subsamplc slices only 2 mm
thick to be taken.7 The sampler consists of a plexiglass tube (inner diameter 50
mm) in a stainless steel body. The corer is 140 cm long, and weights 25 kg
when loaded with three lead weights as it was in the intercomparison. The corer
is safe to operate, but at times we have observed minor flowing of surface ma-
terial to deeper sediment layers along the inside wall of the plexiglass tube. This
may be caused by the relatively small diameter of the corer.

The box corer is mainly used in our offshore sampling onboard the RV Aranda,
where the need to save ship time limits the number of parallel samples taken. A
large-area sampler is preferred to extract enough material with one draw. The
sampling area of our box corer is 182 x 183 mm. An iron framework surrounds
an inner plexiglass "aquarium" 30 cm high. The whole corer is 82 cm high and
weights 25 kg. The slicing apparatus is similar to that of the Niemistö corer, but
it is suitable only for taking subsamples 5 cm thick.
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(A)

The STUK corer

•=«=>

The box corer

Fig. A - l . Construction (A) of the STUK corer and (B) of the box corer
and their slicing device.
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B

Fig. 1. The gravity corcr (D) on its way
down, with the rudder (1) in the up-
vord position and the valve (2) open,
lead weights (3) are placed in the pock-
ea (4); (A) on ia vay np with the rud-
der locked in the dovnward politico
with the static magnet (5). The plexi-
glass rube u removed by opening the

Fig. 2. Tic sectioning apparatus consists
of 3 frame for the subsamplc f lidct (Fig. 3)
with a sliding sheet (I) that section! the
core. The upper sheet of the subsimple
slide is closed as the sediment core is ex-
truded into the slide.' When the rod (2) is
pushed, it moves the sliding sheet that
sections the core and at the same time
closes the lower sheet of the subsample
slide. The extrusion device, (3) piston, (4)
0-ring, (5) clamp for the mouthpiece of
the plexiglass tube, (6) wheel for adjust-

ment of extrusion.

nut (6) tod pulling out the «taioless
•ted mouthpiece (7).

Fig. A-2. Construction of the Niemistö corer and its sectioning apparatus.7
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The box corer is clearly more cumbersome to operate than the other two
corers, but it generally gives reasonable samples, at least under good conditions.
However, one edge of the sediment core is very often slightly pressed down,
which means that the corer tends to list when penetrating the bottom.

Five parallel samples were taken with the STUK corer for the most recent inter-
comparison; thus the total sampling area was 161 cm\ The cores were sectioned
into 5-cm-thick subsamples, and the parallel subsamples were combined for
analyses. Five parallel samples taken with the Niemistö corer (total area 98 cm2)
sectioned into 5-cm-thick subsamples. In addition, ten parallel samples were
taken, so that the five uppermost centimetres were sliced into subsamples 1 cm
thick (total area 196 cm2). One sample was taken with the box corer (area 333
cm2) and sectioned into 5-cm-thick subsamples.

After slicing, the samples were rinsed and placed in plastic bags or boxes and
stored frozen. Before analysis they were freeze-dried and homogenized. The
gammaspectrometric analysis methods have been described earlier.'

Results

The samples taken by the three corers were analysed gammaspectrometrically,
and the results are given in Table A-I.

The main problem in intercomparisons of this kind is that we do not know the
absolutely right results. We can only compare the results and draw conclusions
on this basis. The most probable sources of error caused by different sediment
sampling devices are:

- the pressure wave in front of the sampler pushing aside or mixing the light
surface layers of sediment when the sampler reaches the bottom,

- the soft surface layers becoming packed when the corer penetrates the sedi-
ment,

- surface material flowing down to deeper sediment layers along the walls of
the corer,

- skewed penetration of the corer into the sediment leading to errors in slicing.

One can start with the presumption that the radionuclides originating from the
Chernobyl fallout occur in the uppermost five centimetres of the sediment,
because the sedimentation rate at the sampling area is about 5 mm per year.
Only bioturbulence caused by benthic animals or other vertical drifting of
radionuclides may change this picture. Furthermore, the highest total amounts of
radionuclidcs per unit area are probably the most trustworthy, because the sam-
pler may not gather material from the surroundings of the sampled area.
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The total amounts of l"Cs obtained with the STUK corcr and the box corer
were in very good agreement. In the results obtained with the Niemistö corer,
both the concentrations of l37Cs per dry weight and the total amounts per unit
area were somewhat lower.

On the other hand, the vertical distribution of some Chernobyl nuclidcs (e.g.
lMCs and '"Sb) in different cores indicates the competence of the Niemistö corcr
to take undisturbed samples with minimal mixing of layers. The one centimetre
slices taken with the Niemistö corer show that the peak of the Chernobyl fallout
was at a depth of 1-2 centimetres in 1988 (Fig. A-3). The low concentrations
of 1J4Cs found in the deeper layers (from 5 cm downwards) may indicate slight
contamination due to the sampling device. However, the 137Cs residues in the
deeper layers mainly originated from earlier fallouts after nuclear weapon tests.
Traces of those radionuclides, which originate either totally or partly from local
discharges (*Mn, fflCo, nOmAg), can, in principle, be found in the 5-10 cm slice,
but even deeper observations can be attributed to bioturbulencc.

The results confirm our opinion of the advantage of the Niemistö corer in studi-
es calling for thin and exact slices, although the other two corers gave higher
values per unit area, at least in this intercomparison.
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Fig. A-3 . Vertical distribution of "7Cs in the sediment cores taken with
three different sampling devices at Loviisa in 1988.
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Table A-I. Comparison of the amounts of gamma-emitting radionuclides (Bq kg"1 diy weight) in sediment
samples collected by means of different corers at the sampling point Loviisa 3.

Sampling
depth

cm

STUK-corer

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30

Total

Box-corer

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20

Total

Dry
matter

%

11
14
16
17
20
21

12
15
16
18

780
810
800
850
870
800

850
740
780
820

*Mn

5
0*
1
0
0
0

3
0
0
0

«Co

56
18
3.0
0
0
0

48
13
0
0

lcsRu

380
0
0
0
0
0

490
13

0
0

l l taAg

28
0
0
0
0
0

28
0
0
0

m S b

150
5
1.5
0
0
0

130
6.5
3
0

1600
36
8.9

10
6.7
2.8

1500
78
7.7
9.6

"7Cs

5200
220
150
110
28
12

35000

5200
360
150
86

33000

29
0
0
0
0
0

Bqm"2

34
0
0
0

Bqm"2

I
to



gg Table A-l (cont.)

Sampling
depth

cm

Niemistö-corer

0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30

Total

Niemistö-corer

0-1
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5

Dry
matter

%

11
14
16
19
21
22

9
12
13
15
16

760
750
750
860
820
910

720
710
670
680
710

0
0
0
0
0
0

9
3
4
0
0

"Co

41
12
0
0
0
0

46
34
38
39
25

10SRu

420
0
0
0
0
0

270
480
400

0
0

n t o A g

28
0
0
0
0
0

37
29
25

0
0

m S b

120
0
0
0
0
0

84
140
160

9
0

~ C s

1400
11

1.7
1.9
1.6
3.2

1300
1900
1600

94
24

U7Cs

4600
140
110
17
7.1
9.1

27000 Bq

4100
6100
5000
390
170

" C e

30
0
0
0
0
0

nr2

34
59
66
0
0

'below the detection limit

C/0

to
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SUMMARY

A wide variety of marine bottom samplers are designed for both biological
and geological research. A guide to the literature can be found in a paper by HOPKINS

(1964). Here, below, new kinds of the grab type sampler and the gravity corer are
described. They have been devised for our scientific and marine-technological studies
of the sediment-water interfaces and the uppermost sediment layers.

THE NEW GRAB TYPE SAMPLER

Grab type samplers are devised with boxes that are forced shut by weights,
lever arms, springs, or cords. Our type uses lever arms.

The frame

The sample box (a) (Fig.l) is made of 5 mm thick steel plates. It is 30 x 30 cm
square x 50 cm high. On two opposing sides, 10 cm from the top of the box, there
are two horizontal plates (b), each one fixed at two consoles. The plates serve as
holders for lead weights (c) and prevent too deep a penetration into the sediments.
From each upper corner up to the steel plate (e) at the base of the stem barrel, there
are four bent angle-irons (d). The dimensions of the angle-irons are 50 x 5 mm. The
stem barrel (/) is a 40 cm high cylinder with an outer diameter of 10 cm and an inner
diameter of 6 cm (at both ends) and 8 cm in the middle part (to reduce the friction).
A groove (g), 20 x 30 mm, and fitting the hook (/i) is made near the upper end for the
release mechanism.

Central stem

The central stem (/) is made of a steel tube with an outer and inner diameter of
6 and 4 cm, respectively. At the lower end a horizontal iron (/) is fixed serving as a
holder of two pairs of lever arms. Higher up, a hole (j) is made for a plastic string

Marine Geol., 4 (1966) 365-372
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Fig.l. The grab type sampler with the compass. Letters are explained in the text.

connected to the compass. At lifting, the holder of the string is forced down by the
plate (e) and leaves the stem through the hole thus closing the compass (see further
below). At the upper end of the stem a hook (/i) is placed. A hole is made through
the barrel and the stem (not shown) for a safety pin used before the corer is being
lowered down to the water. The hook is furnished with a peg (/?') in order to keep it
away form the groove (g) at lifting.

Closing mechanism

The jaws (k) are made of steel plates, 5 mm thick. The upper ends of the jaws
are bent outwards 90° in order to increase the shutting power. When the stem is
near its lowest position, the hook can be placed into the stem groove and the jaws
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are apart. When the sampler strikes the bottom, the jaws are forced somewhat higher
up, the stem goes down into its lowest position, and the hook (/i) leaves the groove
(g). When lifting, the peg (/?') at the hook, due to its weight, prevents the hook from
reentering the groove (g) by holding it in a non-vertical position. During lifting the
lever arms (/) close the jaws and thereafter the corer begins rising. Two trap doors
(not shown) at the top of the container, attached to the box and resting free against
the stem, prevent the surface from being stirred.

When the grab sampler is aboard, a plastic plate is placed between the jaws and
the container. It is held there by four hooks during the opening of the jaws and the
placing of the sampler on the deck.

Driving weight

The sampling is based on gravity. The weight of the corer is about 50 kg.
Lead weights of 25 kg have been made. Two or four such weights can be attached by
screws to the horizontal steel plates (b) outside the box. If necessary rounded iron or
lead weights can also be placed around the stem barrel at the steel plate (e). The
lower position to attach weights should be preferred.

Sample container

The sampler can be used both with and without plastic container. Both the
sample box and the plastic container have inclined edges at their bottoms. These will
reduce the friction. One wall of the plastic container can be detached. The plastic
walls are held together by brass-angles. The container is fixed to the steel box by
four screws at the upper ends of the walls.

Experience

Up to date the box corer has been used with success at water depths down to
400 m.

The compass

In order to get the orientation of box samples, a self-locking compass has been
devised (Fig.2).

The compass (/«) is fixed at a frame («). The frame is made of brass and fastened
to the grab sampler by four screws. From the hole in the central stem (_/) to the base
of the compass a plastic string (o) is attached. The string is connected to a brass bolt,
somewhat smaller in diameter than the hole in the central stem (j). The middle part
of the bolt has by cutting gotten a rectangular cross section which fits the slot. Before
lowering of the grab type sampler the brass bolt is inserted through the round hole
and its rectangular section can then be put in the slot. The plastic string from the
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Fig.2. Schematic lay-out of the scif-locking compass. Letters are explained in the text,

locking device of the compass is thus kept tight. At lifting, the bolt is forced down by
the plate ie) to the round hole and will slip out of it thus locking the compass.

The compass consists of a bottom plate (p) and a cover (q), both made of brass
and held together by two screws (r). Between them a plastic housing (s) is placed. At
the middle of the plastic housing a rubber plug is fixed ((). In the centre of the bottom
plate is a pin of stainless steel («) serving as a holder of the magnetic needle (v). The
head of the release mechanism (iv) and a spring (x) are placed around the steel pin.
Below the bottom plate is a locking device consisting of a mobile arm (y) with a
spring (z), the arm connected to the plastic string.

Water can enter the plastic housing in order to moderate the swinging of the
needle and allow the compass to be used at any depth.

The head of the release mechanism (w) is held down by the arm (y) and the
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magnetic needle swings free. When the sampler penetrates the sediments and stops
there, the needle can adjust itself in the magnetic field. When lifting the sampler,
the string is released, and the arm in the locking device (y) is bent aside by the spring
(z) permitting the head of the release mechanism (w) to be lifted upwards by the spring
(x) and pressing the magnetic needle against the rubber plug (t). The compass will
thus show the orientation that the sample container has at the bottom.

THE PVC CORER

In order to obtain thick, undisturbed cores of the uppermost part of the sedi-
ment layer a gravity corer with a barrel of polyvinyl chloride (PVC) was designed
(Fig.3, 4). It can also be used as a piston corer. Its release mechanism is described
below (Fig.5).

The nose

The nose consists of three parts: a core cutter (Fig.3B, a), a brass tube (b),
and a core catcher (c).

The core cutter is made according to the recommendations by KALLSTENIUS

B

:§-
0-

Fig.3. The PVC corcr. A and C show the weight stand and a detail of it; B shows the nose. Letters are
explained in the text.
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Fig.4. The core catcher.

Fig.5. The release mechanism.

(1958). It has a sharp edge and a small edge angle (5°). Five cm from the edge the
angle increases to 15°. The thickness of the lower end of the cutting edge is 0.5 mm.
The inside diameter of the core cutter is 71.5 mm, and that of the brass tube is 72 mm
which makes an inside clearance of about the size recommended by HVORSLEV (1949).
The clearance begins 10 cm from the edge. The outside maximum diameter of the
cutter is 105 mm.

The core cutter is fastened to the brass tube.
Inside the brass tube is a brass cylinder with a core catcher (Fig.3B, c and Fig.4)

of the same type as the one designed for the piston corer (see KULLENBERG, 1947).
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A slot, 10 cm long and 2 mm wide, is cut through the upper part of the brass
tube (FigJB, b) of the same type as Fig.3C,/. A hole crossing the slot is made through
this part, 4 cm from the top (FigJB, d cf. Fig.3A, C, g) through which a bolt, 10 cm
long, is placed. A groove in the PVC barrel, corresponding to the bolt, helps attaching
the nose to the barrel when the bolt is unscrewed. This coupling makes it possible
to change barrels rapidly.

The PVC tube

The PVC tube used has an outside diameter of 90.4 mm and an inside one of
73 mm. Its lower end is fixed to the nose, its upper one to the weight stand. The
length of the barrel used up to now varies between 1 and 3 m.

The weight-stand

The barrel is fastened to the weight stand by two pairs of screws (Fig.3A, C, e
and g). A slot in the weight stand (/), horizontal grooves in the barrel for one pair of
screws (g) and holes for the screws (e) help fasten the barrel to the weight stand.
This part of the weight stand also constitutes the weight support. The bail is screwed
to the steel pipe as appears in Fig.3A, //.

The release mechanism

To be able to use the PVC corer as a piston corer a new release mechanism was
designed (Fig.5).

The winch and piston wires are attached to the holes (a). The length of the lever
arm from the bolt (c) to the point where the trip wire is attached is 36 cm. The distance
between the centres of the bolts (c) and (d) is 18 mm. Two connecting links (g) are
attached to the bolt (d) and between them, rotating around the bolt (e), is a crescent-
like iron with a hook. The bail on the top of the weight stand (Fig.3A, /;) is fixed
by the lower part of/. A safety pin can be placed through the hole (/J) to prevent
from too early a releasing. When the weight at the end of the trip wire strikes the
bottom, the lever arm (b) is lifted upwards while the hook (/) goes down, turns counter-
clock-wise, and releases the corer.
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EKOLOGIA PPLSKA SERIA B

TOM XI 1965 ZESZYT 2

ZDZISŁAW KAJAK. KAZIMIERZ KACPRZAK. ROMAN POLKOWSKI
Zakład Ekologii PAN
Warszawa

Chwyłacz rurowy do pobierania prób dna

Opisywany chwytacz rurowy służy do pobierania .prób dna dzielo-
nych na warstwy oraz uzyskiwania prób o niezaburzonej strukturze do
eksperymentów z zespołami organizmów, w warunkach zbliżonych do
naturalnych.

Jako .pierwowzór do zaprojektowania opisywanego tu aparatu posłu-
żył autorom chwytaoz dna typu Łastoczkina-Ułomskiego (U 1 o m s k i j
1952), który jednak •zasadnicza •zmieniono, stosując automatyczne zamy-
kanie, wymienne rury ze szkła organicznego, obciążenie, urządzenia do
warstwowego .pobierania wody .pnzyderunej i mułu itd.

Opisywany aparat, podobnie ja'k inne rurowe chwytacze ze szkła
organicznego, służy głównie do uzyskiwania prób dna o nienaruszonej
strukturze, którą przy tym można obserwować bezpośrednio po pobraniu
próby. Aparat pozwala między innymi na dzielenie próby na warstwy
a w związku z tym, na .precyzyjne pobieranie prób mikrobentosu. Przy
zastosowaniu prostego urządzenia, można również uzyskiwać próby do
eksperymentów z bentosem w warunkach zbliżonych do naturalnych.
"W rurze aparatu można także wywiercić na różnych poziomach otwory,
dopasować do nich korki gumowe (od fiolek po penicylinie), a następnie
igłą od zastrzyków pobierać próby wody do analiz chemicznych.

Dzięki zastosowanemu obciążeniu, a przy tym bardzo małemu opo-
rowi przy zanurzaniu w dno (gładka nura), aparat umożliwia pobieranie
prób na dość twardym dnie, co jest niemożliwe przy użyciu chwytacza
Ekmana. Aparat wypróbowano e .pozytywnym .rezultatem na różnych
typach dna poza litoralem (również na dnie ze zwałami muszli). Stoso-
wano apaTaty tego typu o powierzchni chwytnej 10 cm2 (0 36 mm)
i 50 cm2 ( 0 80 mm) oraz o długości Tur od 30 do 70 cm.

Aparat składa się z rury pleksiglasowej (fig. 1 — a) oraz mosiężnej
głowicy (fig. 1 — e—I). Rura pleksiglasowa zakończona jest na dole
wzmacniającym pierśoianiem mosiężnym (fig. 1 — b), zaś u góry mo-
siężną oprawą nagwintowaną (fig. 1 — c), bądź dopasowaną (fig. 2 — c).
Aby zapewnić hermetyczność połączenia rury z głowicą, zastosowano
uszczelkę gumową (fig. 1 — d, fig. 2 — d). Konpus dolny głowicy (fig.
1 — e), do którego przymocowuje się rurę ize szkła organicznego, jest
połączony z górną częścią głowicy za pomocą .prętów mosiężnych (fig.
1 — /). Pręty te służą zarazem jako .prowadnice wieczka aparatu, zapo-
biegające odchylaniu wieczka w płaszczyźnie poziomej i dzięki temu za-
pewniające szczelne przyleganie wieczka do korpusu dolnego głowicy.
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Fig. 1. Ogólny schemat chwytacza (połączenie rury
z głowicą — na gwint)

a — rura plcksiglasowa, U — mosiężny pierścień wzmacnia-
jący, c — oprawa rury z gwintem, o" — uszczelka gumowa,
e — korpus dolny głowicy, / — prqt łączący dolną I górną
cześć głowicy, g — cześć gumowa wieczka, li — obciążenie
wieczka, i — korpus górny głowicy, j — szczęka zaciskowa,

k — sworzeń, I — ciqgno, m — uchwyt

General view of the sampler (with threaded con-
nection of tube with head)

a — plexiglass tube, b — brass strcnglUening ring, c —
threaded frame o( tube, d — rubber gasket, c — lower pnrl
of head, / — rod connecting the lower and upper part of
the head, g — rubber part of cover, h — weighting of cover,
i — upper part of head, j — tightening jaw, k — pin, 1 —

arm, m — handle

Jako trzecia, centralna prowadnica, służy -korpus górny głowicy (fig.
1 — i), w którym porusza się sworzeń wieczka (fig. 1 — k).

Aparat opuszcza się na dno e wieczkiem w położeniu górnym. Jest
ono utrzymywane w tym położeniu przez szczęki zaciskowe (fig. 1 — j),
dociskane do niewielkich naciąć w sworzniu pod ciężarem własnym apa-
ratu. Po zagłębieniu się rury w dno zbiornika, ciągną (fig. 1 — 1) i szczę-

Fig. 2. System łączenia rury z głowicą na docisk
a — rura aparatu, b — śruba zaciskowa, c — oprawa rury, d — uszczelka gumowa, c — korpus

dolny głowicy

System for tightening connection of tube and head
a — lube of apparatus, b — tightening screw, c — frame of tube, d — rubber gasket,

e — lower part of head
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Fig. 3. Sposób zawieszenia obciążenia
a — rura aparatu, b, c — obciążenie, (I — łańcuch, c — za-

czep łańcucha, / — korpus dolny głowicy

Way in which additional weights arc attached
a — tube of apparatus, b, c — weights, d — chain, c — chain

, attachment, / — lower part of head

ki rozluźniają się i wieczko opada własnym ciężarem. Przy podnoszeniu
aparatu jest ono dociskane przez szczęki za pośrednictwem sworznia
ciężarem własnym aparatu, do jego korpusu-dolnego, co zapewnia więk-
szą hermetyczność. Im większy ciężar aparatu, tym szczelniej dociskane
jest wieczko. Długość sworznia jest lak dobrana, że przy dolnym poło-
żeniu wieczka, szczęki cisną go ku dołowi.

Na twardym dnie, dla zapewnienia wbijania się aparatu w podłoże,
stosowano ciężary ołowiane (fig. 3 — b, c), zawieszane na łańcuchach

C)
Fig. 4. Tłok z nasadką po zamocowaniu na rurze aparatu

a — śruba zaciskowa, b — sworzeń tłoka, c — śruba dociskowa, stabilizująca położenie tłoka
na żądanym poziomic, d — uszczelka tłoka, e — tłok, / — nasadka, g — rura aparatu

Piston with cap after mounting on tube of apparatus
a — tightening screw, b — piston pin, c — tightening screw setting the position of the piston

at required level, d — piston gasket, c — piston, / — cap, g — tube of apparatus
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(fig. 3 — d), co umożliwiało szybkie ich zdejmowanie i zakładanie oraz
umieszczanie 'na odpowiednim poziomie. Ciężary, nie tylko zapewniały
odpowiednie zagłębienie się aparatu w podłoże, ale zwiększały także jego
stateczność poprzez obniżenie środka ciężkości. Celem zwiększenia sta-
teczności w następnych modelach aparatu projektuje się zmniejszenie
wysokości i ciężaru wieczka; pozwoli to zarazem jia zwiększenie odleg-
łości od dolnego korpusu głowicy aparatu do dolnej powierzchni wieczka
(fig. 1 — e, o). Zapewni to jeszcze swobodniejszy przepływ wody przez
aparat i zmniejszy zawirowania przy opuszczaniu go na dno.

Fig. 5. Lejek do zlewania warstwami wody
przydennej i mu!u (łączony na gwint z rurą

aparatu)
a — ruro aparatu, b — oprawa rury, c — uszczelka
gumowa, d — lejek, c — rurka spustowa do zlewania

wody i rzadkich warstw mułu

Funnel for pouring bottom water and ooze in
layers (connected by thread with the tube ot

the apparatus)
a — tube, b — frame of tube, c — rubber Gasket,
d — funnel, c — outlet tube lor pourinfi water and

watery layers of ooze

Zastosowano dotychczas 2 sposoby łączenia rury z głowicą aparatu:
wkręcanie na gwint (fig. 1) oraz dociskanie śrubami (fig. 2). Projekto-
wane jest łączenie za pomocą zacisków, co umożliwi szybszą wymianę
rury.

Chcąc uzyskać całą próbą, wystarczy unieść wieczko aparatu, a próba
wypada do podstawionego sita lub naczynia. Chcąc uzyskać próbę okre-

Fig. 6. Lejek do zlewania warstwami wody
przydennej i mułu (łączony na docisk z rurą

aparatu)
a — rura aparatu, b — oprawa rury, c — śruba za-
ciskowa, d — uszczelka gumowa, c — lejek, / — rurka

spustowa

Funnel for pouring bottom wate rand ooze in
layers (connected by tight fitting with tube)
a — tube, b — frame of tube, c — tightening screw,

d — rubber casket, c — funnel, i — outlet tube

ślonej wysokości, należy odpowiednio obciążyć aparat, 'bądź chcąc mieć
próbę tylko z warstw powierzchniowych, wypuścić dolną część próby,
podtrzymując ręką dolny koniec rury, aby powstrzymać wypadanie mułu
w odpowiednim momencie.

Celem uzyskania poszczególnych warstw wody przydennej lub mułu
stosuje się tłok umieszczony w nasadce (fig. 4 — f). Po wyciągnięciu
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aparatu na powierzchnią, zaciska siq 'nasadką za 'pomocą śruby zacisko-
wej (fig. 4 — a) na dolnym końcu rury aparatu. Sworzeń tłoka, wyska-
]owany w cm, może być w dowolnym położeniu ustabilizowany śrubą
dociskową (fig. 4 — c). Warstwę wody lub mułu wypchniętą .przez tłok,
zlewa się do odpowiedniego naczynia. W celu 'precyzyjnego przelania
próby do naczynia stosowano lejek nakręcany na rurą (fig. 5) lub nakła-
dany i dociskamy (fig. 6). Lejek zaopatrzono w rurką spustową (fig. 5 —
e) do zlewania wody i rzadkich warstw mułu. Druga, szersza strona lejka
służy do przemieszczania gęstego mułu.

Można stosować także -nakładanie lejka na dolny 'korpus głowicy bez
wymontewywania rury (fig. 7), co znacznie przyśpiesza pracę.

Fig. 7. Lejek do zlewania warstwami wody
przydennej i mułu, nakładamy na rurę bez

wymontowywania jej z aparatu '
a — lejek, b — korpus dolny głowicy, c — rura apara-
ratu, (1 — prqt Iqczacy dolną i górną część głowicy,
c — skrzydełko dociskające lejek, / — rurka spustowa

Funnel for pouring bottom water and ooze in
layers, fitted on to the tube without removing

the latter from the apparatus
a — funnel, b — lower part of head, c — tube, ci —
rod connnecting lower and upper part of head, c —

wing for tightening funnel, / — outlet tube

Dołączając do dolnego końca rury aparatu odcinek rury ze szkła
organicznego (zwykle stosowano odcinek o długości 16 cm) — cylinderek
eksperymentalny (fig. 8 — a) — można uzyskać próbę mułu o nienaru-
szonej strukturze do eksperymentów laboratoryjnych lub terenowych.
Cylinderek eksperymentalny dołącza się do aparatu za pomocą opaski
łącznikowej (fig. 8 — c). Po pobraniu próby mułu, 'dolny !brzeg cylinder-
ka -przymyka się lekko dopasowanym korkiem. Przez uchylenie korka
można wypuścić następnie dolną część próby, tak aby górny poziom mu-
łu ustalił się około 2 cm poniżej górnego brzegu cylindenka eksperymen-
talnego. Ułatwiają to otwory wycięte w opasce (fig. 8 — f). Następnie
korek wciska się .i zabezpiecza folią (fig. 9 — a, b), zaś górną powierzch-
nię rury nakrywa się siatką — do eksperymentów terenowych, bądź
folią — na czas transportu. Przy całkowitym napełnieniu cylinderka
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mułem i wodą, próba w czasie transportu praktycznie nie ulega zabu-
rzeniu (w analogiczny sposób możną również przewozić próby bezpo-
średnio w rurze aparatu). Do eksperymentów laboratoryjnych cylinderki
umieszczano (w odpowiedniej temperaturze i oświetleniu) w akwariach

Fig. 8. Sposób łączenia cylindcrka ekspe-
rymentalnego z rurą aparatu

a — dołączony ocinck rury ze szklą organicz-
nego — „cylinderek eksperymentalny", b —
rura aparatu (dolna czqsij, c — opaska łączni-
kowa, d — zamek, e — podkładka gumowa
opaski licznikowej', / — okienka ułatwiające
uslawionio powierzchni mułu na odpowiednim

poziomic

Way in which experimental cylinder is
conntected with tube or apparatus

a — section of tube of plexiglass ("experimental
cylinder"), joincu to sampler, b — lower part
of sampler's tube, c — connecting collor, d —
lock, e — rubber pad of connecting collar,
f — window enabling surface of ooze lo be set

at required level

z warstwą wody równą wysokości próby w cylinderkach (zabezpieczenie
przed wysychaniem). Do eksperymentów terenowych cylinderki umiesz-
czano w specjalnej ramie, zabezpieczającej przed nadmiernym ipogrąże-
niem sią ich w muł oraz zapewniającej pionowe położenie cylinderków.

Fig. 9. Cylinderek eksperymentalny po napełnieniu go
mułem

a — folia, b — korek, c — guma. d — mul, o — rura ze szkła orga-
nicznego, f — woda, g — siatka (lub folia na czas transportu)

Experimental cylinder after filling with ooze
a plastic sheeting, b — cork, c — rubber, d — ooze, e — tube of
plexiglass, / — water, g — net (or plastic shooting for use during

transport)
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CHWYTACZ nilUOWY DO POBIEFIANIA PRÖB DNA

TABULAR BOTTOM SAMPLER

Summary

The apparatus described is used for taking samples or the bottom without
disturbing the structure of the ooze and bottom water. The plexiglass tube makes
H possible to observe the sample immediately it has boon taken. Owing to the
small amount of resistance it offers when sinking into the bottom and to the
weights used, the apparatus functions successfully on different .types of bottom
(except the littoral) bottom covered with b&ds of shells included. The cover is
kept firmly pressed down by means of arms and jaws pressed under the weight
of the apparatus itself, thus ensuring hormetical closing.

Apparatus of this type, the tubes of which have a sampling area of 10 cm5

(036 mm) or 50 cm2 (080 mm) and length from 30 to 70 cm, were used,
The apparatus can be employed for the following .purposes: 1) to collected

normal samples of macrobenthos — the sample is then simply discharged on to
a sieve or vessel through the lower en/d of the tube; 2) to take samples divided
into layers, or samples of the water immediately above the bottom — in such
cases a piston (Fig. 4) and funnel (Fig. 5—7) are used.

The apparatus was also used to take samples of microbenthos and samples
for field and laboratory experiments. An "experimental cylinder" was attached
to Ihe'lower end of the tube (Fig. 8) when taking samples for experimental
purposes; after taking the sample of ooze the lower part of the sample was
allowed to run slowly out until the upper surface of the ooze was lowered to
about 2 cm 'below the upper rim of the cylinder.
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